May 27th, 2020

Coronavirus Update and Service Recovery Progress
Status Update:
-

All Samtec Manufacturing Facilities are 100% Operational
Moving to Phase II of the recovery efforts which includes strategic capacity growth plans
Daily output continues to increase at all sites
Samtec is “on-track” with our Service Recovery Plan illustrated below
Bookings are showing some signs of stabilization at an elevated rate of $4 million/day

Progress Metrics:

Weekly Shipment $'s
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Update and explanation of Recovery Strategy Communicated on April 30th Due to manufacturing limitations placed on Samtec by the continued extension of the Malaysia
Motion Control Order we have been unable to keep up with the growing backlog of past due
orders. Our efforts to prioritize orders based on application and short-term customer needs has
exacerbated our output challenges with more/smaller productions runs and increased
changeovers. Our best and only option is to adjust from our current strategy and clear a path for
a swift recovery. We understand that these changes may cause some short-term disruption but
they will allow us to most quickly return to traditional Samtec Service levels.
To create a “catch up” window for our Production Teams, Samtec has temporarily extended new
order lead times by 6 weeks. This window allows us to focus our entire manufacturing- footprint
on past due orders as well as to meet our scheduling commitments on existing orders.
Production will work on our most past due orders first, along with previously committed
expedites, and then batch future scheduled orders for greatest efficiencies. Bottom-line, our
target is to be caught up within 6 weeks.
Expedites will need to be suspended during this catch up window, we have exceeded our
expedite capacity and as a result have experienced a loss of 25% to 30% output in increased
changeovers and small production runs. Once we are caught up with past due and are back to
traditional OTD levels we will regain our expedite flexibility.
Attached are two illustrations that show our demand history as well as our output performance.
The Recovery illustration shows an anticipated catch-up to demand at the end of July to early
August based on the 6-week backlog catch-up, increased hiring and most importantly new and
continued demand over the upcoming weeks. We will monitor each of these factors and reduce
new order lead times as we continue to close the gap between demand and output.

We appreciate your patience and loyalty as we work through these unprecedented challenges.

Sincerely,
Scott Lamb
Director of Global Sales Operations
Samtec, Inc.

